
A new way to connect and engage 
cartilage and orthopaedic surgeons

Welcome to OTW Virtual Conventions, the digital solution for today’s orthopedic 
and spine educational meetings.  OTW Virtual Conventions is the natural 
evolution of the Orthopedics This Week Master Class program.

Orthopedics This Week, which is the largest 
publishing platform in orthopedics with a 
base of 200,000 readers, launched its Master 
Class program earlier this year.  On average, 
more than 200 physicians attended each 
Master Class and, for our sponsor, we 
generated over 1,000 leads – at a fraction of 
the cost of in-person exhibiting. 

1,000 LEADS…

…LESS COST THAN EXHIBITING AT AAOS!

SO, in partnership with MedTech Momentum, 
the leading marketing and branding firm in 

orthopedics and Synthes 3D a well-known 
virtual reality software and design firm, we 

added a DIGITAL EXHIBIT BOOTH and EXHIBIT 
HALL to our Master Class program.
Here is what it the booth looks like. 
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It includes the following functions:

• Videos, product glamour shots, clinical 
studies and complete information about 
your company

• 1-click connection to your salesperson

• Physician alerts everytime you add content

• The ability to create and build physician 
FORUMS centered on specific products, 
technologies or procedures 

• Private meeting space in the second floor

A very important aspect of this booth is the 
ADMIN tool.  It’s a Drag and Drop feature which 
allows each exhibitor to load their own booth 
with all the content they would like to feature.  
Your booth is fully customizable – any time, 
even during a meeting.

• Digital is a NEW WAY to connect and engage with more spine and orthopedic surgeons 
than ever before

• Remember, for every 1 physician who attends an in-person meeting, 10 more are back at 
the hospital who would like to also attend the lectures and tour the exhibit hall.

• Attend a Webinar to learn much more about the business building potential of the OTW 
Virtual Convention DIGITAL exhibit hall and interactive booth.

CONCLUSION

• Incredible branding schemes for each 
exhibitor. 

• Designs represent forward motion, dynamism 
and space.  

• Engineered for maximum time in each 
booth.

• Best of all, visitors earn booth ‘swag’ when 
they hear a product
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